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In national disasters or other critical situations, chat is the most frequently used tool for 
real-time collaboration and communication. With Tactical Chat, Collaboration Gateway, and 
eXtensible Chat Bridge, Owl delivers a variety of capabilities to facilitate secure chat across 
network security boundaries and platforms. 

Owl’s secure collaboration tools allow for secure communication across multiple locations, 
with the ability to support chat between different platforms and security domains.

Owl’s Tactical Chat Server (TacChat) enables real-time information sharing to simplify mission planning and execution 
with the benefit of collective intelligence. Command center watch standers monitor the projection of situational 
awareness as the data is received by the required players, up and down the chain of command and in geographically–
dispersed locations. Action officers see what needs to be done and are able to respond quickly.
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Learn More

https://owlcyberdefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/20-OWL-0438-TacChat-V1.pdf
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For more information on Owl, or to schedule a demo, visit www.owlcyberdefense.com

Owl Cyber Defense Solutions, LLC leads the world in data diode and cross domain network cybersecurity. 
With a constant focus on customers in the military, government, critical infrastructure, and commercial 
communities, Owl develops market-first, one-way data transfer products to meet a variety of operational 
needs, from entry level to enterprise.
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Owl’s Collaboration Gateway (CG) works 
with other guards to provide SABI and TSABI 
Certified secure, cross-domain text chat 
capability between differently classified 
networks. CG federates with other chat 
servers and is deployed worldwide for 
the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), 
Intelligence Community (IC) and coalition 
partners.

Owl’s eXtensible Collaboration Bridge (XCB) was designed 
specifically to meet the needs of heterogeneous classified 
chat communities. With the XCB, organizations can integrate 
legacy chat protocols like IRC and HCL Sametime with, 
standards based Extensible Messaging and Presence 
Protocol (XMPP) chat protocol (XMPP has been selected 
as the chat protocol for DISA, because it enables multi-
vendor interoperability). XCB systems operate on separate 
networks, operating at different security levels, connected via 
Collaboration Gateway (CG), Owl’s cross domain chat system.
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Learn More

https://owlcyberdefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/20-OWL-0438-CG-V1.pdf
https://owlcyberdefense.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/20-OWL-0438-XCB-V1-2.pdf

